Ozark 2007  
HALL OF FAME NOMINATION FORM

The Ozark Swimming Ha and special contributors who have demonstrated outstanding success, dedication and contribution in the Ozark LSC. The OSHOF is a way to recognize, preserve and promote competitive swimming in our area. Furthermore, the OSHOF honors the accomplishments and contributions of these individuals who are worthy of recognition as examples for others to emulate.

Name of person filling out this form: (required)
______________________________________  Phone_____________________

Email: ___________________________________Your Team: _______________

Person you wish to Nominate: ___________________________________________

Phone (if known)_______________________

(Persons who served the LSC some time ago will need to be contacted with current addresses. We appreciate your help in providing this information.)

Circle the areas in which this person served:

ATHLETE  CONTRIBUTOR: {Volunteer/official/philanthropist}  COACH

(Put an asterisk by the primary area for which you are nominating them.)

What team(s) were they affiliated with: _________________________________

What were their years of their service? _________________________________

Please include on separate sheet SPECIFIC information concerning the significant contributions made by this person. It is not sufficient to have merely devoted extended years of service to the LSC. Rather, we are looking for individuals who have achieved success in a meaningful way.